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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses research that explored different roles for explanations of AI systems. A lot of the research focuses on investigating
the role of explanations in mediating the level of users’ trust in
the AI system and helping them form correct mental models about
it. This paper argues that more research should be dedicated to
investigate the alternative roles that explanations could play in
supporting the user’s interactions with AI systems such as helping
them enrich the AI suggestions they are presented with or correct
them, help users do tasks more efficiently and effectively.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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INTRODUCTION

Because of recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), AI solutions are being created and increasingly
integrated into various technology solutions across many different
sectors. AI methods are solving increasingly complex computational tasks, making them more important to the future of our
society than ever before [6]. However, when decisions made by AI
systems have an effect on lives of humans, for instance in housing,
law or medicine, we have a need to understand how the decisions
by AI systems were made [14]. It is often stated that the decisions
made by AI systems should be explainable in the AI principles of
the organizations that create AI products [9]. Furthermore, the European Union approved a data protection law known as the General
Data Protection Regulation or “GDPR” [8] which also includes a
“right to explanation” in 2016. Therefore, AI practitioners have to
look for concrete ways and methods to explain the decisions made
by their AI models.
To make this easier, efforts are being made to systematize different explanation methods and strategies. For example, some attempts
have been made to categorize explanations by model types (logistic/linear regression, decision tree, etc.) or explainability categories
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(explanation by simplification, feature relevance explanation, visual
explanation etc) [3]. Generally, it can be said that there are two main
approaches to developing interpretable models. One approach is to
create simple, clear models instead of black-box systems such as
point systems [16] or generalized additive models that help with visualizing the impact of each feature on the predictions of the model
[5] [11]. The second approach is to provide post-hoc explanations
for potentially complex, black-box models [10]. The position of
this paper is that regardless of which explainability approach is
pursued, the core focus when choosing what explanations to use
should be what role these explanations are supposed to play in
supporting the AI system’s interactions with users. Recent research
looking into the role and value of explanations will be discussed
and additional direction will be proposed. This paper is focusing
on the explanations for the audience of users of the model.

2 DIFFERENT ROLES OF EXPLANATIONS
2.1 Trust and Mental Models
One of the key roles for the explanations is to help users trust
the AI suggestions. For example, Bansal et al. 2021 [2] observed
complementary improvements from AI augmentation in their experiments, however, they were not increased by explanations. Rather,
explanations increased the chance that humans will accept the AI’s
recommendation, regardless of its correctness. This points towards
the important role explanations have in increasing user’s trust in
the model. The authors also suggest that explanations should be
informative, instead of convincing to follow the recommendation.
In addition to mediating trust, explanations have a role to play
in helping users form mental models about the system. Lu and Yin
(2021) [12] found that the level of agreement between people and the
model on decision-making tasks that people have high confidence
in, significantly affects reliance on the model if people receive
no information about the model’s performance. They also found
that people have a tendency to over-generalize the performance
of a model which is either observed or estimated by themselves.
Therefore, this would suggest that having a mental model of the AI
system is not only important for trust, but that without explanations
it is difficult to understand what the AI system can really do.
Anik and Bunt (2021) [1] explored the concept of data-centric
explanations where the explanations describe the training data to
end-users. They investigated the potential utility of such approach,
including the information about training data that participants find
most compelling. They also investigated reactions to explanations
across four different system scenarios. They found that participants’
trust in AI system was impacted positively when the training data
seemed balanced and negatively when the explanations revealed
problems. Like prior work, they found that participants cared most
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about the explanations for high-stakes system scenarios. According
to authors, data-centric explanations have the potential to impact
not only how users judge the trustworthiness of a system - when
to trust it and rely on it, but also to assist users in assessing its
fairness.

2.2

Beyond Trust and Mental Models

The role of explainability mechanisms can indeed go beyond increasing users’ trust in the model or helping him understand how
the model works. Additional use cases for explanations have been
explored in the context of single user recommender systems. Potential goals of explanations in addition to trust (increasing user’s
confidence in the recommender system) have been identified as
efficiency (reducing the time needed to complete a task), persuasiveness (using explanations to change a user’s choice), effectiveness
(helping the user to make higher-quality decisions), transparency
(why an item has been recommended), scrutability (providing ways
to help make the profile of the user possible to manage), satisfaction
(explanations focused on aspects of enjoyment and usability), and
credibility (assessed likelihood that a recommendation is accurate)
[7] [17] [4].
Such efforts would also be welcome in other areas of AI such as
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Natural Language processing
is considered a difficult problem in computer science - although
humans can easily master a language, the ambiguity and imprecise
characteristics of the natural languages are what make NLP difficult
for machines to implement. As a result, a lot of research focuses on
increasing the performance of various language models for different
NLP tasks and explainability is rarely considered when developing
them [15]. Norkute et al. (2021) [13] made an attempt to explore the
effects and impact of different explainability methods for abstractive summarization. The goal was to show the summary reviewers
where the summary originated from by highlighting portions of
the source text document. The first explainability method created
text highlights based on attention weights from the Deep Learning (DL) model, a Pointer Generator network, built as a legal text
summarization solution. The second explainability method, named
source attribution was a model-agnostic formula that compares the
source text and summary to identify overlapping language. The
study found that participants were significantly faster in reviewing
the summaries generated by the model when working with highlights based on attention scores from the DL model, but not with
highlights based on a source attribution method. The participants
did report an increased trust in the DL model because of the highlights based on attention scores. The participants also expressed a
specific preference for the attention highlights. This was because
the attention highlights had more use cases. The highlights based
on the source attribution approach were only useful in pointing
the participants towards the area of the document were the details
relevant to the summary might be. This also was possible with attention highlights. In addition to this, the participants said they were
able to use the highlights based on attention scores to enrich the
machine-generated summary. They even helped the participants
realize the summary was wrong in some cases. These findings further support the suggestion that in addition to helping users trust
the model, explanations can offer additional support to the users.
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These learnings also indicate that researching the different roles
explainability mechanisms can play in NLP as well as other AI areas
and tasks is worthwhile.
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CONCLUSION

The studies discussed explored different types and roles of explanations. While most research typically looks at the the role of
explanations in mediating the level of trust in the AI system and
helping them form correct mental models about the AI system,
there may be a bigger role that the explanations can play. This
includes helping users correct the mistakes of AI system or enriching its decision as well as helping users do tasks more efficiently
and effectively. Future research should investigate what additional
roles explanations can play in supporting users interactions with
the AI systems for different AI tasks and areas, possibly even as
features that have standalone value to the user. This could be done
by designing studies where users are presented with explainability
features only and not the AI suggestions - although such experiments of course would only make sense for specific contexts and
use cases such as as summarization where users could be exposed
to the text highlights showing where the summary came from and
not the summary. Furthermore, it could be worthwhile to consider
explainability aspects while developing the AI models instead of
looking for ways to explain them using post-hoc methods after
they have been developed - expanding the availability of different
explainability methods would also help to widen the spectrum of
how explanations can be used to support users interacting with the
AI models.
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